
Asalamu Alaykum respected Parents , Caregivers , Staff &

Students

 

All Praises are due to our Creator هلالج لج . May Peace and Blessings

be bestowed on our Beloved Prophet Muhammed ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص his

Family and Companions .

Alhumdulilah , we continue to strive to be a school that

recognizes the uniqueness of each stakeholder ; and provide

an environment where our students are safe and nurtured ;

where they embody core values of respect , sincerity ,

empathy , gratitude , trust and perseverance are held dear as

we unite as a Garden College family in all our endeavours .

This term , our quest has been to continue our goals to inspire

each student to strive to reach their full potential as we

consolidate their learning and refine what they need . We

have had a very comprehensive calendar filled with

assessments , student and staff development , recognition &

merit awards to celebrate our students learning and

achievements ; finally , culminating in the Semester Awards in

Week 10 .  We look forward to catching up with all our parents

during the Parent-teacher meetings on 2nd July to provide

you with feedback on your child ’s overall development this

Semester .

May Allah هلالج لج grant us the understanding and wisdom to fulfil

our Amaanat , may He Bless us  from His Infinite Mercy ,

Barakah and Shower us with an abundance of Blessings ,

Insha-Allah .  Ameen !

Sincerest Regards ,

Important Dates

G A R D E N  C O L L E G E  N E W S L E T T E R

G A R D E N  C O L L E G E  N E W S L E T T E R T E R M  2  |  2 0 2 1  
I S S U E  1

14th June : Public Holiday

28th June : Year 3-6 Semester

Awards

29th June : Year 7-10 Semester

Awards

30th June : Reception - Year 2

Semester Awards

1st July : Year 11 - 12 Semester

Awards

1st July : Last Day for Students

2nd July : Parent-Teacher meetings

Dr. Ahdielah Edries
PRINCIPAL







In Reception we have been busy with lots of
learning. In Literacy, our take home reading
program is going well with our decodable
readers which helps us practice reading the
sounds we have learnt in class. We have lots of
students who have read more than 25 nights.
Well done to those students. 

We have started to learn our tricky words which
are words that can’t be sounded out. These
words must be learnt off by heart. We focus on
three words a week and discuss the ‘tricky part’
of these words. Some Reception students have
started to learn their tricky words with a flying
start. Impressive! 

  Mrs E

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Reminders: 
Parents, please remember to look after the
readers sent home. Any books that are
returned damaged/lost will incur a fee as per
the take home reading program agreement. 



I hope you are all well and healthy . One of our

highlights this term is Eid celebration which was

very special with Year 6 students visiting us and

surprising their Year 1 Reading Buddies by making

them nice gifts . It was such a nice and thoughtful

move from them ! 

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

As always , Year 1 students are enjoying the term

learning new things every day . This term , I would

like to share our Science experiment with you .

Those who always check their ClassDojo App may

have already seen our beautiful photos . Students

learnt about materials and how they are affected

and changed by heating or cooling . We had the

opportunity to closely examine the spaghetti and

describe it before and after heating . 

Please make sure you check your Class Dojo regularly

for updates . I will also take this chance to remind you

of reading a book with your child daily . I am

extremely proud of all my students who make such

great efforts with their homework , daily reading and

practicing their spelling words ; I can already see how

much progress they have made . Thank you all for your

support !
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We are well on our way into an exciting Term 2

where students are using a variety of hands-on and

interactive learning activities to understand the

concepts . 

Literacy:
We are focusing on persuasive writing during

Writing lessons this term . Students are writing to

convince readers on a variety of topics . They have

written some brilliant writing pieces with excellent

reasonings . We also received letters from our pen

pals who are from Korowal School in NSW . 

Students are now writing their responses .

Numeracy:
This term we are learning about Money along with

Multiplication and Division . Students will also focus

on Fractions later this term . We use manipulatives to

learn the concepts in Maths which provide students

with engaging hands-on experiences .

Science:
We are focusing on Chemical Science this term .

Students are learning about the different states of

matter and our lessons are nothing less than

exciting . We use an inquiry approach and students

are encouraged to ask questions and make their own

discoveries .

HASS:
We are learning about the Australian Continent in

HASS . We use an inquiry-based curriculum approach

using the program inquisitive .com . Students are

learning about maps , atlas and special places and

features of Australia .
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Digital Technologies:
Students are learning different ways to represent

data . We learned about encryption and why it is

important . We also learned about Braille system

and students were amazed to learn that we have

Quran written in Braille language for blind

Muslims . Later this term , they will also collect ,

organise , and analyse data using spreadsheets .

We will also use Microsoft PowerPoint to present

our learnings and findings . 

Please be reminded that students must be in

their correct uniforms . They must wear sports

uniform on Wednesdays and Thursdays as we

have PE on these days . You are welcome to

message me on ClassDojo or email me if you

have any questions or concerns . 

Ms . Uzma Shakil



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

We started this term off with a wonderful end to Ramadan with a three-day break for Eid and

straight after that the students had to get cracking on their NAPLAN assessments .

The students started their assessments on Monday of Week 4 and ended with the Numeracy

Test on Thursday . Thank you for ensuring your children were at school early throughout this

period . 

In Mathematics , we have looked at money and patterns and algebra . The students have been

excited about playing with play money and calculating sums in their money bags and jars .

In Arts , students were learning how to draw cartoon

animals and will be creating raised salt pictures this week .

In Health , students have been learning about relationships

and power in relationships . They had to create a

relationship circle where they identified people that they

know , who are important to them and people that they do

not know .

In science , students spent time melting ice cubes and

timing how long it takes to melt ice with a hairdryer and

various other methods to see which was the fastest . In

Week 7 they will undertake exams for the unit on solids ,

liquids and gases .
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Students participated in NAPLAN during Week 3 . I

am proud of their determination and persistence

they showed towards all areas .

During Science lessons , things have been getting

messy as we learn about Chemical Sciences .

Students have been conducting experiments to

explore the different properties of Solids , Liquids

and Gases . We are looking forward to our Science

Project where we are making volcanoes . Each group

will be able to create an eruption . I cannot wait to

see all their volcanoes erupt !

We participated in the national simultaneous story

time . The book that was chosen this year was ‘Give

me some Space ’ by Philip Bunting . Students then

completed a writing piece on “If I was an astronaut , I

would…”. It was fantastic to read creative writing

pieces where students were able to show their

imagination .
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Our Hifz (Quranic memorisation) Class started

on 26th of May 2021. The students have been

attending classes in the morning before school

3 days a week, from 8:30 am to 9:05 am. The

students have been excited and engaged in

memorising various Surahs. In order for

students to succeed in their memorisation of

the Quran, parental support is required

throughout their learning. Students must also

consistency, patience, and continuous effort.

Please spend some time and discuss with your

children about the things they are learning

and encourage them to revise their lessons. If

you have any concern or question about your

child’s Quranic studies, please do not hesitate

to contact me. Thank you in advance for your

support and cooperation. I am looking forward

great success in their all-learning areas In Sha

Allah.

Br. Yusuf Husein

In Qur’anic studies Students were really enjoyed and excited by learning the meaning and the story

background of the selected Surah, and, they had an exam this term, in their reading and

memorisation from year one to year three, reading memorisation, understanding of the selected

Surah and Tajweed from year four to year Six, they were very well done. Alhamdulillah.

Our Hifz (Quranic memorisation) Class started on 26th of May 2021. The students have been attending classes

in the morning before school starts 3 days a week, from 8:30 am to 9:05 am. The students have been excited

and engaged in memorising various Surahs. In order for students to succeed in their memorisation of the

Quran, parental support is required throughout their learning. Students must also consistency, patience, and

continuous effort.
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Arabic in Primary was aimed to inspire students to learn

the Arabic language . The Arabic classes exposed students

to the Arabic language , letters , identify , pronounce

sounds and able to read and write simple words and

short phrases . In addition , students participated in

individual , group and whole class that make up of

vocabulary , nasheeds and activities .

Students learned to express agreement and

disagreement , likes and dislikes , used common

expressions and shared their information about self ,

family , friends , school , events , emotions using questions

words , demonstrative and subjective pronouns and

simple verbs in the present tense .

In high school , Year 7 , 8 and 9 the Arabic language is

taught via the four macro skills of Listening , Speaking ,

Reading and Writing . This term , students will be studying

a variety of interesting units that will assist students to

develop their skills within the Arabic language . Year 7

students will learn about house and home and eating and

drinking and project on other countries . Year 8 students

will learn about eating out at restaurant and meeting

people . Year 9 students will learn about the word of

shopping and health and wellbeing . I pray that this term

serves to be a beneficial term for all .



I hope you ’re all keeping warm as the temperature around Adelaide starts to get colder . While

the weather might be dropping , the same thing can ’t be said for the enthusiasm of our current

Year 12 group . As we enter week 6 of term 2 , the realisation that they are pretty much half way

through their final year of high school is starting to dawn on them , and I have to commend our

students . The majority of them are managing to juggle the work load that is expected of them

against the stress and anxiety the final year of SACE brings .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

While we understand this is an important year for our cohort , we also know the importance of

maintaining a health balance between work and play . And as such , we recently organised a 3

day get away at Mylor Adventure Camp where our students spent 3 days away from their school

obligations “roughing” it and bonding with their fellow students and teachers .

The camp itself was full of lots of amazing activities that ranged from archery , damper making ,

swimming (boys and girls did this activity at different times in a sealed indoor pool), canoeing ,

flying fox , obstacle course and bridge building . The students gave it their all and come the final

night of the activities when they all sat around the bonfire roasting marshmallows , you could

see they had given all the activities their all , and for that , I ’m proud of them .

Now that the fun is over , they ’re straight back into it and they have hit the ground running as

they switch back into Year 12 mode . I have the greatest expectations that we should see similar

amazing results as our 2020 bunch and I have the greatest faith in our staff to assist them

getting there . Please find some time in your thoughts to make dua for our year 12 ’s as they start

to enter the final phase of their high school journey .

Our Year 10 ’s were lucky enough to have a break from myself over the eid / camp period , but

they seem relieved that their home group / English teacher is back in one piece to help them

finish off the poetry unit they ’re currently chipping away at . Some of the poems they ’ve written

so far have been amazing , and we ’ve seen them work on everything ranging from a

Shakesperean inspired Sonnet , to a traditional short but sweet Haiku . After we ’ve finished this

unit , we ’ll be moving onto a class novel in which we ’ll look at some mature themes and issues

like racism in early 1900 America and class division . I know that they can ’t wait to dig their

claws into that !

That ’s all from me . I hope you all stay warm over the next few months and safe .

Till next time , look after yourselves and each other .

Mr Davos .



YEAR

12
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Here is a snippet from what has been

happening with student well-being and 8-10

Science classes .

For my students , I remind them that self-
reflection and evaluation is a valuable tool in

life and in the classroom . Praise is an important

tool for our children , it will give them a sense

of self-satisfaction and boost self-esteem . With

the little acts of goodness our children do ,

praise is extremely important as it motivates

students to improve and try harder .

It is normal that on some occasions that students ’

stress and find certain tasks/ assessments

challenging . Please try and find the spec of gold in

that experience and reassure your child that with

every hardship comes ease . This could also be a

good time to discuss their study routine and revision

habits , children need realistic goals , please

encourage these when working with them at home .

Improving our student ’s self-esteem will lead to

greater well-being , which will lead to greater

student engagement and successful learning
outcomes (at home and at school). Ultimately this

plays a significant role in their learning journey . 

In terms of Science we have been focusing on

literacy , ICT and communication components of

Biology , Chemistry and Earth Science across my Year

8 to 10 classes .

We ’ve had some exciting events take place . It ’s

imperative that our students ’ interact with the wider

community , and that ’s why we have worked closely

with UniSA over Term 2 . Focusing on a STEM based

approach , the STEM Day Out gave our Year 8 ’s and

10 ’s a taste of how Science , Maths , Engineering and

Technology are used in conjunction with each other

in the 21st century to solve modern day dilemmas

like , how to solve a sudoku puzzle !

Our senior students were lucky to have a

personalised tour of the Museum of Discovery

(MOD) at UniSA , City West Campus . This tied in

nicely with our Biology unit and allowed our

students to embark on possible career

interests . A BIG thank you to our students for

being great ambassadors when working with

members of UniSA . Insha Allah we can have

more programs like these in the future !

In our classroom , amazing things are

happening ! Some students are trying to create

the perfect prototype for Bath Bubbler recipes

whilst others are giving it their all , in hope of

getting their Genetics Unravelled Shark Tank

project out in the public to help improve the

quality of life of individuals that may be

suffering from a genetic disease . Check-out one

of our groups ’ business site for their products !

Miss Zahia Bahwach

Teacher / Coordinator

Mental Health First aider 

Email : z .bahwach@gardencollege .sa .edu .au

                                                                   

http://gardencollege.sa.edu.au/
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Have a read of what our students thought and we hope you like the
photos.

A.Mohamud – During the past two weeks we went on two exciting ,

enjoyable and educational excursions to the MOD museum and UniSA

Mawson Lakes Campus . We learnt about engineering and did some fun

puzzles , this was really eye opening because it taught us how to think

like engineers and how to use maths to solve the problem . The MOD

Museum gave us the chance to discover how DNA is used to prosecute

criminals . We even learnt how to use a process called gel

electrophoresis , which helps us determine similarities in DNA codes . 

J.Alkurdi - When we entered MOD , our mentors were very welcoming

and kind . The MOD mentors gave us a tour around the exhibition which

was extremely tech-savvy and educational . There were many fun

activities that we enjoyed such as the Octopus game , the interactive

globe , the instruments that work based on sensory techniques , and the

cancer cell game . In general , it was a great program , and I would

recommend it to others . 

D.Hmoud - In the excursion I loved doing the activities , my favourite

one was when we built the 3D Sudoku Puzzle . It was really challenging

for me !

A.Khan - What I learned on the excursion was how planes fly , and what

forces help them fly . The UniSA mentor showed us the nanotechnology

unit and they told us that their students made the glass windows for

the SAHMRI building on North Terrace (surprisingly , it ’s not actually

glass , but a nanotechnology type of plastic). Lunch was delicious , we

had the best fries !
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The Year 12 General mathematics

and Maths Methods students are

currently working on their

investigation tasks . They are trying

hard , but there is always room for

improvement . They need your

support and encouragement to

achieve their best ATARs . 

I hope to continue working in

partnership with you to ensure the

success of our students . Please do

contact me if you have any

questions or concerns . 

I can be reached via the school ’s

telephone number or by e-mail :

a .khelil@gardencollege .sa .edu .au

Term 2 has been shortened by the Eid break and students ’ free day , this means

students will have more homework than usual , so please help us by reminding

them to complete any assigned homework on time . 

The Year 10 Maths class have been working diligently and making more effort to

understand the new concepts .The fruit of these efforts were clearly showed in

their Algebra and Quadratic equations Test . Well done to the Year 10 students . 

Please continue supporting . 

mailto:a.khelil@gardencollege.sa.edu.au
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In Term 2 Arts , Year 8s and 9s are learning about

stop-motion animation . They are working on the

storyboard in groups and exploring both digital and

non-digital resources that would best suit their

animation theme .Year 7s worked on making ancient

Egyptian death masks with cardboard and paper

masks . They also practiced creating 2D topographic

maps using playdough , as part of their HASS/Arts

activity .



We are currently in the middle of Term 2 and it has been an interrupted start to the term . It was

great to see our students during Ramadan participating in their fast and because of that we had

to modify the P .E lessons so that the students wouldn 't waste all of their energy .  The

combination of intermittent fasting and physical activity may result in impairment in both

physical and cognitive performances . So as a teacher it was important to create an environment

around Physical Education where the student was able to dictate the intensity and duration of

the program . 
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After Ramadan we have started by doing a Beep Test to all students in Year 7 , 8 , 9 and 10 . What

we are doing is testing everyone ’s fitness levels and seeing if we can improve their endurance

over a school term . I was very impressed with every student as it was clearly evident that

everyone gave their best effort . 

A shout out to Year 8 student Shabani Kuyomba on getting the highest score with 12 .2 . This is a

huge achievement and would come close to a very strong score in the whole state . 

Well done to all , I can ’t wait to write to you all next time .



Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barkatuhu ,

 

By the Grace of Allah , the Almighty , this term started in the

blessed month of Ramadhan which was a great motivational

time for our students to learn the Quran . It was an opportunity

to fast , pray , listen and recite the Quran together . The

students had settled down easily in their learning and were

back to the routine of daily reading , memorisation , meaning

and Tajweed .

All the Year 7-10 level at high school , in every Quranic lesson ,

the students revise their back Surah collectively either by

reciting together or listening to a reciter from YouTube . Then

new lesson (verse/s) introduced , practiced together , check the

pronunciation , and explain the relevant Tajweed rules . After

that , individual tests take place with their reading progress .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Each year level has a memorisation benchmark and reading requirement at home . The students need to

keep themselves up to date in all areas of learning including preparation for the Semester exam which is

one of the important assessment tasks . I urge the parents to encourage the kids to do daily reading (at

least 2 pages) and revise their lessons regularly . 

The Quran learning is not only about memorisation but also understanding its meaning , reflecting on the

lessons , and trying to implement the lessons in our life are very essential part of it as Allah stated that “Do

they not ponder over the Qur ’ān ; or do their hearts have locks?”. We ask the Almighty to bless us with the

understanding of the Quran and instil the love of the Quran in our kids ’ heart .

May Allah grant our student the love of the Quran and increase their knowledge ! 

 

Sheik Abdulsalam Alim 

Quranic & Islamic Studies teacher



This term in Wellbeing across the Primary and High School

campuses , we have been exploring the theme of Identity .

Together with the Year 4s , 5s and 6s , we have been identifying

our positive traits and strengths , to be able to pull on these and

increase our resilience . It is very important for students to

understand the qualities that they bring to a friendship , to their

families and to the classroom . Lots of students do not have the

confidence in their own abilities and speak negatively about

themselves . 

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

 

Did you know , giving specific words of praise is more effective at increasing confidence

than vague statements?

For example , instead of just saying “good job” when a child does a task well , or completes

their homework or helps out with a chore , try saying “thank you for being such a good

helper , I like that I only had to ask you once and you jumped up to help me”. 

Or “I like how you helped your brother/sister with their homework , that was so kind of you”. 

When you are specific , you are telling the child exactly what you liked , so they know what

made you happy and what behaviour to repeat . When you say “good boy/girl” this is very

vague , and they don ’t know which behaviour it was that made you happy . 

At home , families can support the students ’ confidence and resilience by giving specific

compliments and paying attention to the positive behaviours more than the negative ones .

In the High School , we have looked at different facets of identity and concepts which

affect individual identity , such as background , privilege , free will and choice , birth order

effects and much more . In the coming weeks , students will immortalise their current

identity as a student at Garden College , in a letter to their future self . Students will be

encouraged to be open with dreams and goals for the future , giving themselves advice and

talking about what and who is important to them currently . This letter will be sent back to

them in 5 years for them to read and remember , InshaAllah . 

May the students continue to grow into strong , intelligent and hardworking young Muslims ,

who know who they are and how they fit into the world . 

Miss . Rufia Valiff

School Counsellor




